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Global Research Weekender: #FreedomConvoy2022
Updates

By Global Research News
Global Research, February 05, 2022

In  this  weekend selection,  we bring to your  attention some important  updates on the
Canadian #FreedomConvoy2022. The people’s movement gathers pace as more truckers
and freedom fighters rally to the Capital to protest against all levels of COVID-19 mandates.
The peaceful protesters remain united and strong amid baseless allegations of misogyny,
racism, white supremacy and violence. 

Read our articles below and kindly take time to share them far and wide.

***

Video: Organizers of Convoy Protest: ‘We Have No Intentions of Staying One Day Longer
than Necessary’

By Ottawa Citizen, February 04, 2022

Leaders of the trucker protest that has paralyzed downtown Ottawa for a week say they
won’t leave until mask and vaccine mandates are ended.

#FreedomConvoy2022: “Step Down Trudeau”

By Dr. Micheline Ladouceur, February 04, 2022

There were virtually no incidents as thousands of people gathered in the streets of the
downtown Ottawa. “Those who were looking for trouble two days ago, they are not truckers”
commented a driver on February 1. The Freedom Convoy 2022 movement demands the
restoration of fundamental rights which have been blatantly violated by Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau.

Trudeau and the Truckers. Towards a Worldwide Movement Against the Covid-19 Mandates

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, February 04, 2022
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The Canadian Truckers’ Convoys that converged in Ottawa on January 29 are helping to
energize the growing global  movement favoring freedom and common sense over  the
atrocities enabled by unbridled medicalized tyranny.

Video: Gravitas: Canada’s Freedom Convoy Grows in Strength

By wionews.com, February 04, 2022

Canada’s Truckers protest refuse to die down. Sikhs have joined truckers in demonstrations
against the Canadian Govt. Canada’s leader of Opposition Candice Bergen wants Justin
Trudeauto apologise for derogating the motives of protesters.

Video: The Freedom Convoy 2022. Interview with Trucker Lawrence Dunham

By Lawrence Dunham and Laura-Lynn, February 04, 2022

Watch the interview of Lawrence Dunhan with Laura-Lynn.

‘Freedom Convoy’ Vows to Stay in Ottawa Until COVID Vaccine Mandates Lifted

By Megan Redshaw, February 02, 2022

According to RT News, the organizers of the protest initially estimated 1,600 trucks, a
number that grew to 36,000 trucks, and later closer to 50,000. However, national media
outlets and law enforcement reported anywhere from “hundreds” of trucks to figures in the
low thousands over the past week.

The Philosophy of “Venceremos!”, We Shall Overcome: Canadian Freedom Convoy against
Covid-19 Mandates

By Peter Koenig, January 31, 2022

“Venceremos” means not giving up, despite these inconveniences. Such contrarieties were
amply predicted in the context of the Canadian Freedom Convoy – people stood up and
supported truckers unconditionally. We may expect similar reactions in the US and hopefully
also in Europe.
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Nova  Scotia  Moves  Quickly  Using  Emergency  Declaration  to  Ban  Truck  Convoys  and
Highway Cheering, $10,000 Fine for Cheering on Roadway

By Sundance, January 31, 2022

Apparently, the Canadian province of Nova Scotia is taking proactive steps {link} to ensure
their government officials are not subjected to any protests similar to what’s happening in
Ottawa or other regions.
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